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Abstract 
Developing better methods for segmenting continuous text into words is important for improving the processing of Indian 
languages. In this paper we discuss the methodology of building a tool for Sandhi splitting for Telugu, an Indian language. 
Sandhi is a process in which two or more words unite to form a compound word by undergoing some modification. This is 
due to the influence of adjacent words. We propose a method that uses simple finite state automata for finding the possible 
candidates for a given compound word. We then make use of some linguistically-driven empirical scoring mechanism for 
pruning and then compute the scores based on the joint probability between the possible syllables that undergo Sandhi. We 
made use of corpus of size 158k words as base words for building the finite state machines. We discuss our scoring 
mechanisms and our system performs with an accuracy of 80.30% on a test size of 500 words. We also discuss briefly 
about the errors made by our system and our reflections upon them. 
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1.  Introduction 
 
Word segmentation is the problem of dividing a string of written language into its component words which 
involves finding the respective word boundaries. In English and many other modern languages finding the 
word boundaries is a bit easy because of the presence of white spaces or punctuation between words. 
However, it is not straightforward in many Asian languages such as Chinese [13], Japanese or in Indian 
Languages and especially for agglutinative languages like Telugu1 as they do not delimit words by white-
 
 
1 Telugu is a Dravidian language and an official language of India spoken by 75 million people in India   
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space.  
Many previous methods for unsupervised word segmentation are based on the observation that transi-tions 
between units (characters, phonemes, or syllables) within words are generally more predictable than 
transitions across word boundaries. There are successful word segmentation systems based on explicit prob-
abilistic models, [5]. Brents model assumes unigram word distribution whereas Venkataraman uses standard 
unigram, bigram and trigram language models. Unsupervised word segmentation has achieved considerable 
results [2], [3]. Schone and Jurafsky report F-score of 88% for English. There exist Sandhi Splitter systems for 
Sanskrit [19] which employs the sandhi rules extracted from a parallel corpus of manually sandhi split text.  
Our aim in this paper is to addresses the problem of Sandhi splitting of a Dravidian language, Telugu. 
Sandhi is a process in which two or more words unite to form a compound word2by undergoing some 
modification in the resulting word. The modification is seen at the position of interaction of the constituent 
words as they are influenced by adjacency. Linguistically if two word s are uniting, it is seen in the last 
syllable of the left-hand side word and first syllable of the right-hand side word. From a research perspective, 
Telugu is an agglutinative language which implies that it is highly   inflectional. From a practical perspective, 
the avail-ability of an accurate word segmentation algorithm for morphologically rich languages could 
substantially reduce the amount of annotated data needed to construct practical NLP (Natural Language 
Processing) tools such as the POS taggers, chunkers and the like.  
To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first attempt towards the Sandhi Splitting problem for Telugu 
(though there is a system, anusaaraka3 which is an MT system for Telugu-Hindi language pair, which quotes 
“there exists a sandhi splitter module in the morphological stage, but its results are neither available nor the 
module is good enough to generate the constituent words” ). This paper presents a word segmentation method 
by (1) finding the intial set of base words by some linguistic heruristics which becomes the initial training data 
set, (2) segmenting the other words by bootstrapping until we converge or reach a threshold which becomes 
the final training data set, (3) word segmentat ion algorithm. 
 
2.  Related Work 
There is considerable literature on the problem of word segmentation. For instance, [1] introduced the 
longest matching algorithm for dictionary based approach. [2] developed an unsupervised morphological 
analyzer based on Minimum Description Length. [6] develops a strategy for identifying the end of the stem by 
counting whether the number of characters following the stem exceeds some given threshold. [7] achieves the 
best results on the English data set which includes transition probabilities extending DeJeans idea. 
The above methods fail to identify appropriate morphemes though they are successful in identifying 
morphemes. [3] address this problem using the semantic relatedness between word pairs to judge whether an 
attachement is valid or not.  
Most of the segmentation approaches use a dictionary for segmenting. If the dictionary is not good enough, 
those approaches lead to adversely affecting results. [8] proposes a non-dictionary based approach.Many 
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segmentation methods for Japanese text make use of either a pre-existing lexicon or pre-segmented training 
data ([18].There are other approaches too where, [9] proposed a language modeling technique based on a 
trigram markov model to select the optimal segmentation path. [10] constructed a machine learning model by 
using the Part- Of-Speech (POS) features. [11] and [12] use Condition random fields for segmentation. 
 
2 The word formed by doing Sandhi.From here on, we address such words as compound words. Also, we adress sandhi as a 
word segmentation problem. 
3 http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/showfile.php?filename   =downloads/anu/index.htm. http://ltrc.iiit.ac.in/showfile.php?filename   
=downloads/anu/FAQ.htm 
 
Also, [14] has used dynamic programming to maximize the sum of the probability of chunks. [15] 
extracted the statistic information directly from the Internet and used genetic algorithm to find most optimal 
ways of segmenting the text. There are approaches where POS taggers are built by using information provided 
by knowledge-based word segmentation algorithms [16]. 
3.  Method 
 
The steps of our method include: 
• Extracting base words and compound words and breaking them into their constituent syllables.  
• Building both Top-down (TD) and Bottom-up (BU) finite state t ransducers of those syllables, where 
each state corresponds to a syllable for faster searching.  
• For each compound word, traverse through the transducers both TD and BU and find the various 
possible syllables that has undergone sandhi. Scoring the possible syllables w.r.t. the compound word 
syllable and finally giving the possible out-comes along with a best outcome.  
3.2. Extracting base words and compound words and then breaking them into syllables   
We made use of around 158k raw corpus for exacting the base words4 and compound words manually. Our 
data consists of 158k base words and 500 compound words. Each word in the corpus is converted to 
WXNotation5. Note that, the corresponding letters are shown in Hindi6 (not in Telugu) which is employed for 
Telugu too. From the empirical study of the corpus and also from the linguistic theories, in most of the cases 
syllable ends with the vowels7. There are about 18 base vowels and 15 vowel markers (maatraa) in Telugu. 
There should be at least one vowels in the syllables that are taking part in Sandhi. So, that is also a major 
factor for assuming that syllables end with vowels. Therefore, for each base word we divide the word into its 
constituent syllables. For example8, 
t. verb :: vaswunnAdu (is coming) t. 
syllables :: va + swu + nnA + du t. 
noun :: rAmudu (Ram)  
t. syllables ::  rA + mu + du  
 
3.2. Building finite state machine   
From the above syllable-based base words we build the finite s tate machines, both top-down and bottom-
up (for faster searching while sandhi splitting), where each state corresponds to a syllable. One can view it as a 
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decision tree too. The mathematical model for the automata is (S ,Ȉ,į, s0,F), where: 
 
• S  is the set of states (here, syllables)  
• Ȉ is the input compound word delimeted at syllable endings (i.e a set of syllables)  
• į is the state-transition function:  į : S  X Ȉ ĺ S  
• s0  is the initial state, S, which contains transitions to all possible states (starting syllables)  
 
4 
It is a word which has not undergone any Sandhi. 
5 
In this notation, capitalization roughly means aspiration for consonants and longer length for vowels. In addition, w represents t as in French 
entre and x means something similar to d in French de, hence the name of the notation. 
6 
Hindi is South Asian Language and an oƥcial language of India spoken by 300 million people. 
7 List of vowels are shown in appendix. 
8 
t - Telugu 
 
 
Sample automata for the Top-Down and Bottom-Up along with some more information can be referred to 
the figures 1 and 2 in the next section. S is the initial state. 
3.3.   Sandhi splitting 
 Next step is to find the possible base words that constitute th  e given compound word.  This is achieved by  
traversing through both the automata. For example, to split a compound word, rAmudoccAdu (Ram came), into its 
consituent words the traversing through the automatas is shown in figures 1 and 2 respectively.  
A few possible end states for Top-down and Bottomup are also shown in the figures 1 and 2 respectively. 
Note that it is just a sample and from each state there will be hundreds of possible outgoing states depending 
upon the transition syllable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1.  Top Down Traversal Fig. 2.  Bottom Up Traversal 
 
3.4.   Scoring Methods 
From  the  above  phase,  we  will  be  left  with  few  possible  outcomes  for  the  constituent  words.    The 
following are diơ erent scoring methods that we employed to score the possible outcomes along with pruning 
some unnecessary ones which can be done through simple text matching. 
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3.4.1.   Pruning 
In the example above, the possible outcomes (ending syllables of the constituent words in the case of Top 
down approach and starting syllables in the case of Bottom up approach) from the data are: 
Top-Down :  du, ni, lu, ki, de, di, dO  
Bottom-Up :  i, ca, va 
 
The syllable of the compound word at which the sandhi has happenned is do. 
 
Note: The syllable dO in the TD list and the compound word syllable do are diơ erent. In fact, 
they are totally of various significance linguistically. 
 
By doing string matching we can prune out some of the syllables in the TD list. We can only do that in TD 
because the part of the syllable that has undergone Sandhi is the vowel part of it and the consonant part is left 
out (d). The case is opposite w.r.t. BU because the consonant part undergoes sandhi and the vowel plays some 
role in the resulting syllable of the compound word. So, pruning is done only if there exist some consonant 
literals in the TD approach. Therefore, for the left out ones, scoring is done based on the no. of literals 
matched. 
Let, M = number of characters matched considering the base word syllable and compound word syllable S  = 
(1/4) כ M 
The constant, 4, is the number of characters that can be present in a syllable at maximum. It is both 
linguistically, empirically grounded. Though there are very few exceptions to it, it holds true in 99% of the 
cases. Therefore, the list of syllables after pruning are: 
Top-Down list :  du, de, di, dO  
Bottom-Up list :  i, ca, va 
3.4.2.   Probability approach  
From the above list of possibles, we compute the joint probability between each of the TD-list syllables 
and BU-list syllables using the below scoring function : 
Let X , Y denote the TD and BU lists. 
Therefore, the joint-probability is given by : 
P(X = x,Y = y) = P(X = x|Y = y) כ P(Y = y) = P(X 
= x) כ P(Y = y)  
(Since X & Y are independent to each other) 
where, 
• x ߭ Top-Down list  
 
• y ߭ Bottom-Up list  
 
5. RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND ERROR ANALYSIS  
 
4.1.   Results  
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We ran our system upon 500 compound words using the 158k words corpus as base words. Final results of 
our tool are summarized in the below table. 
 
Outcome Position Precision Recall 
Top 10 80.30% 74.64% 
Best Outcome 54.54% 50.70% 
 
The below table shows, the window-size in which the actual answer/result is present among the top 10. 
This is calculated w.r.t the number of top 10 outcomes. 
 
Window-size Percentage 
1-3 79.24% 
3-5 15.09% 
5-10 5.66% 
 
4.2.   Comparison  
Since, there exist no earlier work towards Telugu sandhi splitting, we provide comparison with the sandhi 
splitter system of Sanskrit language [19]. As the problem of sandhi splitting is a bit similar to the word 
segmentation task employed by some of the asian language systems, such as chinese & japanese, we also 
provide comparison with those. 
 
• [19] reports an accuracy of 71.25% by using 500 sandhi rules and 92.87% accuracy by using 2650 
sandhi rules whereas We will investigate the use of it in near future.  
• [12] reports an average accuracy of 92.7% for the chinese segmentation task on the chinese bake-oơ  
competition datasets using CRF.  
 
 
• [20] reports an accuracy of 91.15% for the japanese words identification using HMMs.  
 
Our system performs with an accuracy of 80.3% without the use of any language resources, such as 
parallel corpus or annotated sandhi words, except the raw corpus. 
 
4.3.   Discussion and error analysis  
Though the precision of our system is 95.7% (which means our system almost detects the base words 
nomatter where that outcome is ranked. Hence, we also have an option which indicates the no. of outcomes to 
consider) the results are shown considering only top 10 from the outcomes (it would be impractical to take into 
account all the possible outcomes).  
Among the test cases 7% of the cases were undetected by our system. That means, there doesnt exist any 
corresponding constituent words in the corpus for that compound word. The rest of the errors are mainly due to 
the following reasons: 
 
• The base word doesnt exist at all in the corpus. 
 
For example, for the compound word jarupuwAdemo (might move it) the base word jarupuwAdu 
(will move) does not exist. 
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• Dialect influence: 
There occurs some syllable changes when dialect changes. Therefore, there exist base words 
in our corpus corresponding to one dialect whereas the compound word is in another           
dialect. We would like to investigate it further and see if any mapping would help. 
• Word Inflections and other cases: 
The computed joint proability of the syllables might be higher for other pair of syllables and 
also for inflectional changes of syllables which make the actual outcome low-ranked(i.e. the 
outcome is not in the top 10 window size). 
5.  Conclusion and Future work 
We presented an approach for sandhi splitting for Telugu from raw text. Though the algorithm is   
presented for Telugu, it works for any language provided we have the base words and compound words for 
that language. We produce possible outcomes (top 10) of the base words given a compound word based on our 
scoring methods presented apart from suggesting one (the top ranked one).There is also an option which 
indicates the number of possible outcomes to be shown. In future, we would like to investigate upon few 
things that includes, 1) making use of corresponding parallel corpus to prune out the initial set of base words, 
2) Building a supervised system by following bootstrapping approach using this method. 3) Testing the 
effectiveness of our approach (differences in accuracies using and not using our system) in parsers such as, 
Telugu Dependency Parser [17], 4) To extend the functionality of this method to handle compound words 
comprising of more than two base words. 
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Appendix 
 
The list of vowels used as syllable boundaries are (these are shown in WX-Notation): 
 
a e i o u A E I O U aa aA ai aI au aU aeV ae aE aEY aoV ao aO OY M H aOY aM AM uM aH 
AH az Az aZ AZ aq Aq aQ AQ oV eV oVM oVm iM EY 
 
 
 
